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Abstract 

Purpose To establish a competing‑risks model and compare it with traditional survival analysis, aiming to identify 
more precise prognostic factors for angiosarcoma. The presence of competing risks suggests that prognostic factors 
derived from the conventional Cox regression model may exhibit bias.

Methods Patient data pertaining to angiosarcoma cases diagnosed from 2000 to 2019 were extracted from the Sur‑
veillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database. Multivariate analysis employed both the Cox regression 
model and the Fine‑Gray model, while univariate analysis utilized the cumulative incidence function and Gray’s test.

Results A total of 3,905 enrolled patients diagnosed with angiosarcoma were included, out of which 2,781 suc‑
cumbed to their condition: 1,888 fatalities resulted from angiosarcoma itself, and 893 were attributed to other causes. 
The Fine‑Gray model, through multivariable analysis, identified SEER stage, gender, race, surgical status, chemotherapy 
status, radiotherapy status, and marital status as independent prognostic factors for angiosarcoma. The Cox regression 
model, due to the occurrence of competing‑risk events, could not accurately estimate the effect values and yielded 
false‑negative outcomes. Clearly, when analyzing clinical survival data with multiple endpoints, the competing‑risks 
model demonstrates superior performance.

Conclusion This current investigation may enhance clinicians’ comprehension of angiosarcoma and furnish refer‑
ence data for making clinical decisions.
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1 Introduction
Angiosarcoma represents an uncommon malignant neo-
plasm characterized by aggressive invasiveness and an 
unfavorable prognosis [1, 2]. It originates from vascular 
endothelial cells and can manifest in various anatomi-
cal sites, encompassing the skin, subcutaneous soft tis-
sues, internal organs, and bones [1, 2]. The initial clinical 
manifestations of angiosarcoma tend to be atypical, pos-
ing a risk of oversight and misdiagnosis [1]. Hence, clini-
cians must remain vigilant regarding this condition when 
elderly patients present with painless and non-pruritic 
ecchymotic or hematoma-like lesions in the craniofacial 
region [1]. Angiosarcoma can be categorized as primary 
or secondary, with the latter often arising following radi-
ation therapy or in the context of chronic lymphedema 
[3]. Given the rarity of this malignancy and its genetic 
heterogeneity, most existing studies suffer from limited 
sample sizes, impeding the establishment of comprehen-
sive treatment guidelines [3].

In order to ascertain the prognostic risk factors asso-
ciated with various diseases, the application of Cox pro-
portional-hazards models and Kaplan-Meier marginal 
regression models (KM) is widespread. To accurately 
assess the mortality risk faced by patients, it becomes 
imperative to estimate the impacts of both cancer-related 
and non-cancer-related factors in the era of personal-
ized cancer therapies. Beyond cancer itself, additional 
ailments, traffic accidents, and instances of suicide may 
also contribute to the demise of cancer patients [4, 5]. 
Such non-cancer-related causes of death, as exemplified 
earlier, are recognized as competing-risk events [6]. The 
occurrence of a competing risk event serves to impede 
the transpiring of the primary event of interest [7]. It is 
noteworthy that traditional survival analysis methods 
fail to account for the influence of competing risk events, 
resulting in inherent biases within the ultimate find-
ings [8]. Thus, to investigate the prognostic risk factors 
impacting angiosarcoma, this study employed a compet-
ing-risks model, thereby enabling a more precise evalua-
tion of the genuine impact of each variable and pertinent 
hazard factors when compared to conventional survival 
analyses.

To our utmost understanding, this study represents a 
pioneering endeavor in formulating a competing-risks 
model for angiosarcoma, coupled with a comparative 
analysis against the conventional Cox proportional-
hazards model—an established approach to survival 
analysis. The primary objective of this investigation 
was to foster a more profound comprehension of the 
prognostic factors that underlie angiosarcoma, thereby 
endowing clinicians and future research with invaluable 
insights. Statistical analyses were diligently conducted 

employing data sourced from the comprehensive Sur-
veillance, Epidemiology, and End Results database 
(SEER), thereby effectively addressing the challenge of 
inadequate sample size [9].

2  Materials and methods
2.1  Database
The patient data pertaining to angiosarcoma in this study 
were procured from the SEER database, utilizing the 
SEER*Stat software (version 8.4.0.1). Notably, the SEER 
database embodies exceptional qualities, characterized 
by its high caliber and extensive scope [10]. This compre-
hensive resource, established in 1973, encompasses 18 
registries across the United States, thereby encompass-
ing approximately 30% of the nation’s population [11]. 
It furnishes a diverse array of information pertaining to 
patients afflicted with malignant tumors, encompassing 
even the most rarefied of neoplasms. This wealth of data 
encompasses cancer demographics, treatment modali-
ties, and survival outcomes, thus conferring substan-
tial value as a point of reference for clinical researchers 
[10–12].

2.2  Data collection
We conducted an extensive search within the SEER data-
base, spanning the period from 2000 to 2019, to iden-
tify and retrieve all documented cases of angiosarcoma, 
using the tumor-site ICD-O-3: “Hist/behave, malig-
nant” code 9120/3 (“Hemangiosarcoma”). In addition, 
a prerequisite for inclusion was the presence of micro-
scopically confirmed angiosarcoma. Exclusion criteria 
encompassed the following: (1) incomplete data, (2) age 
below 18 years, or (3) reliance solely on autopsy findings. 
We extracted the following variables for the enrolled 
patients: age (age at diagnosis), gender (male or female), 
race (white, black, other), SEER stage (localized, regional, 
distant), surgery status (yes and no/unknown), radio-
therapy status (yes and no/unknown), chemotherapy 
status (yes and no/unknown), marriage (marital status 
at diagnosis), regional lymph nodes positivity status (no, 
yes, unknown), vital status (live, dead), survival months, 
cause of death, and median household income.

Patients who succumbed to angiosarcoma were catego-
rized as primary events of interest, while those who died 
from alternative causes were deemed competing events. 
Patients who remained alive throughout the study period 
were treated as censored events.

The SEER database, a publicly accessible resource, 
provides de-identified patient data, rendering individual 
informed consent and ethics committee approval unnec-
essary. Figure 1 illustrates the inclusion of 3,905 eligible 
angiosarcoma patients in the analysis.
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2.3  Statistical analysis
Baseline information was presented in both numerical 
and percentage formats. The cumulative incidence func-
tion (CIF) was employed for univariate analysis, taking 
competing events into consideration while explaining 
the cumulative incidence of a specific event [13], and 
for group comparisons, Gray’s test was employed [14]. 
In the presence of competing risks, the conventional 
Kaplan-Meier (KM) method often yields higher cumula-
tive incidence of a particular event compared to the CIF 
method [15]. For multivariate analysis and identification 
of variables associated with the cumulative incidence of 
angiosarcoma, the Fine-Gray model was utilized. More-
over, the Fine-Gray model is considered more suitable 
for developing clinical prediction models and assessing 
the risks and prognoses of diseases according to some 
researchers [14]. Additionally, we performed Cox regres-
sion analysis and compared the results with the Fine-
Gray model, as the traditional Cox regression model can 

introduce biases in risk assessment when competing risks 
are present [6].

Data analysis and processing were conducted using the 
R software (version 4.2.1) and IBM SPSS software (ver-
sion 27.0, SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Statistical signifi-
cance was defined as a probability value (p) less than 0.05.

3  Results
3.1  Patient characteristics
Table 1 presents a comprehensive overview of the funda-
mental patient demographics. Among the 3,905 individu-
als enrolled in the study with a diagnosis of angiosarcoma, 
2,781 (71.22%) experienced mortality, with 1,888 attrib-
uted to angiosarcoma itself and 893 to other causes. On 
the other hand, 1,124 (28.78%) patients were recorded 
as still living. The majority of the participants were over 
the age of 65 (n = 2,369, 60.67%), identified as female 
(n = 2,139, 54.78%), classified as white (n = 3,262, 83.53%), 
married (n = 2,071, 53.03%), presented with localized 

Fig. 1 Flow chart of patient enrollment
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or regional metastasis (n = 2,963, 75.88%), underwent 
surgical procedures (n = 2,682, 68.68%), did not receive 
chemotherapy or had an unknown status regarding its 
administration (n = 2,622, 67.14%), did not receive radi-
otherapy or had an unknown status (n = 2,795, 71.57%), 
had an unknown status regarding regional lymph node 
positivity (n = 3,328, 85.22%), and possessed a medium or 
high household income (n = 3,206, 82.10%).

3.2  Univariate analysis
During the univariate analysis, Gray’s test was employed 
to examine ten potential prognostic variables, revealing 
significant impacts on the prognosis of angiosarcoma 
patients (p < 0.05). These variables include gender, race, 
marital status, SEER stage, surgery status, chemotherapy 
status, radiotherapy status, and regional lymph node 
positivity status. Across all variables, the cumulative inci-
dence function (CIF) values exhibited an upward trend 

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of the patients with angiosarcoma

Censored Patients who are survival, Concerned Patients who died of angiosarcoma, Competition Patients who succumbed to competing risk events, DSW Divorced/
separated/widowed

Variables All patients (%) Censored (%) Concerned (%) Competition (%)

N 3905 1124 1888 893

Age

 ≤ 65 1536 562 (36.589) 777 (50.586) 197 (12.826)

 > 65 2369 562 (23.723) 1111 (46.897) 696 (29.379)

Gender

 Male 1766 398 (22.537) 1004 (56.852) 364 (20.612)

 Female 2139 726 (33.941) 884 (41.328) 529 (24.731)

Race

 White 3262 939 (28.786) 1554 (47.639) 769 (23.574)

 Black 298 74 (24.832) 146 (48.993) 78 (26.174)

 Other 345 111 (32.174) 188 (54.493) 46 (13.333)

Marital Status

 Married 2071 650 (31.386) 998 (48.189) 423 (20.425)

 Unmarried 573 161 (28.098) 304 (53.054) 108 (18.848)

 DSW 1045 237 (22.679) 507 (48.517) 301 (28.804)

 Unknown 216 76 (35.185) 79 (36.574) 61 (28.241)

SEER stage

 Localized 2015 806 (40.000) 682 (33.846) 527 (26.154)

 Regional 948 216 (22.785) 506 (53.376) 226 (23.840)

 Distant 942 102 (10.828) 700 (74.310) 140 (14.862)

Surgery

 Yes 2682 950 (35.421) 1067 (39.784) 665 (24.795)

 No/Unknown 1223 174 (14.227) 821 (67.130) 228 (18.643)

Chemotherapy

 Yes 1283 395 (30.787) 702 (54.716) 186 (14.497)

 No/Unknown 2622 729 (27.803) 1186 (45.233) 707 (26.964)

Radiotherapy

 Yes 1110 365 (32.883) 527 (47.477) 218 (19.640)

 No/Unknown 2795 759 (27.156) 1361 (48.694) 675 (24.150)

Regional lymph nodes positive

 No 414 172 (41.546) 172 (41.546) 70 (16.908)

 Yes 163 32 (19.632) 98 (60.123) 33 (20.245)

 Unknown 3328 920 (27.644) 1618 (48.618) 790 (23.738)

Median household income

 Low 699 182 (26.037) 357 (51.073) 160 (22.890)

 Middle 1867 508 (27.209) 914 (48.956) 445 (23.835)

 High 1339 434 (32.412) 617 (46.079) 288 (21.509)
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Table 2 Univariate analysis of prognostic factors in angiosarcoma patients

Variables Gray’s test P-value Cumulative incidence function

12-months 36-months 72-months

Age 3.493 0.0616

 ≤ 65 0.327 0.482 0.544

 > 65 0.325 0.461 0.503

Gender 128.871 < 0.0001

 Male 0.417 0.562 0.605

 Female 0.251 0.392 0.448

Race 13.705 0.0011

 White 0.321 0.458 0.509

 Black 0.313 0.478 0.524

 Other 0.391 0.577 0.621

Marital status 16.329 0.0010

 Married 0.328 0.470 0.517

 Unmarried 0.351 0.506 0.573

 DSW 0.323 0.469 0.518

 Unknown 0.255 0.358 0.400

SEER stage 815.798 < 0.0001

 Localized 0.172 0.310 0.372

 Regional 0.344 0.508 0.561

 Distant 0.642 0.776 0.798

Surgery 526.912 < 0.0001

 Yes 0.212 0.369 0.432

 No/Unknown 0.579 0.695 0.717

Chemotherapy 26.836 < 0.0001

 Yes 0.330 0.553 0.621

 No/Unknown 0.325 0.431 0.474

Radiotherapy 5.706 0.0169

 Yes 0.266 0.437 0.526

 No/Unknown 0.350 0.482 0.518

Regional lymph nodes positive 18.704  < 0.0001

 No 0.215 0.401 0.468

 Yes 0.349 0.569 0.651

 Unknown 0.339 0.473 0.519

Median household income 2.879 0.2370

 Low 0.351 0.484 0.533

 Middle 0.330 0.477 0.526

 High 0.308 0.450 0.504

(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 2 A Kaplan‑Meier curves for cancer‑specific survival according to age groups: 1‑ ≤ 65 years, 2‑ > 65 years. B Kaplan‑Meier curves 
for cancer‑specific survival according to gender groups: 1‑Male, 2‑Female. C Kaplan‑Meier curves for cancer‑specific survival according to race 
groups: 1‑White, 2‑Black, 3‑Other. D Kaplan‑Meier curves for cancer‑specific survival according to marital status groups: 1‑Married, 2‑Unmarried, 
3‑ divorced/separated/widowed (DSW), 4‑Unknown. E Kaplan‑Meier curves for cancer‑specific survival according to SEER stage groups: 1‑Localized, 
2‑Regional, 3‑Distant. F Kaplan‑Meier curves for cancer‑specific survival according to surgery groups: 1‑Yes, 2‑No/Unknown. G Kaplan‑Meier curves 
for cancer‑specific survival according to chemotherapy groups: 1‑Yes, 2‑No/Unknown. H Kaplan‑Meier curves for cancer‑specific survival according 
to radiotherapy groups: 1‑Yes, 2‑No/Unknown. I Kaplan‑Meier curves for cancer‑specific survival according to regional lymph nodes positive (RNP) 
groups: 1‑No, 2‑Yes, 3‑Unknown. J Kaplan‑Meier curves for cancer‑specific survival according to median household income groups: 1‑Low, 2‑Middle, 
3‑High
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Fig. 2 (See legend on previous page.)
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over 1, 3, and 6 years. Specifically, higher CIF values were 
observed in male patients, individuals of other racial 
backgrounds, unmarried patients, those with distant 
metastasis, patients who did not undergo surgery or had 
an unknown surgical status, patients who received chem-
otherapy and individuals with positive regional lymph 
nodes. These insightful details are presented in Table 2. 
Figure 2 showcases the Kaplan-Meier curves for cancer-
specific survival of each parameter.

3.3  Multivariate analysis
Variables that exhibited statistical significance (p < 0.05) 
in the univariate analysis were selected for inclusion 
in the multivariate analysis. The multivariate analysis 
involved the application of both the Cox proportional-
hazards regression model and the Fine-Gray model.

The Cox model identified several risk factors that 
independently influenced the prognosis of patients with 
angiosarcoma. These factors included SEER stage, gen-
der, surgery status, chemotherapy status, radiotherapy 
status, and marital status. Notably, the hazard of a poor 
prognosis was found to be positively associated with 
SEER stage. Patients with distant metastasis had the 
worst prognosis compared to those with localized metas-
tasis (hazard ratio [HR] = 3.283, 95% confidence inter-
val [CI] = 2.957–3.644, p < 0.0001), followed by patients 
with regional metastasis (HR = 1.709, 95% CI = 1.554–
1.881, p < 0.0001). Female patients exhibited a better 
prognosis compared to male patients (HR = 0.714, 95% 
CI = 0.659–0.773, p < 0.0001). The three common tumor 
treatments—surgery, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy—
were associated with significant findings. Patients who 
did not undergo surgery or had unknown surgical status 
had a higher hazard compared to those who underwent 
surgery (HR = 2.333, 95% CI = 2.128–2.558, p < 0.0001). 
Similarly, patients who did not receive chemotherapy or 
had unknown chemotherapy status had a higher haz-
ard compared to those who received chemotherapy 
(HR = 1.744, 95% CI = 1.597–1.904, p < 0.0001). Addition-
ally, patients who did not undergo radiotherapy or had 
unknown radiotherapy status had a higher hazard com-
pared to those who received radiotherapy (HR = 1.264, 
95% CI = 1.161–1.377, p < 0.0001). Furthermore, patients 
who were divorced, separated, or widowed (DSW) exhib-
ited a worse prognosis compared to married patients 
(HR = 1.331, 95% CI = 1.216–1.456, p < 0.0001).

The Fine-Gray model identified the following risk fac-
tors that independently influenced the prognosis of 
patients with angiosarcoma: SEER stage, gender, race, 
surgery status, chemotherapy status, radiotherapy sta-
tus, and marital status. In the competing-risks model, 
patients with regional and distant metastases continued 
to exhibit a poorer prognosis. The results are as follows: 

regional metastasis (vs localized metastasis: HR = 1.795, 
95% CI = 1.596–2.020, p < 0.0001), distant metastasis (vs 
localized metastasis: HR = 3.092, 95% CI = 2.713–3.525, 
p < 0.0001). Similarly, women showed a more favorable 
prognosis compared to men (vs men: HR = 0.712, 95% 
CI = 0.644–0.786, p < 0.0001). Contrasting with the Cox 
model, patients from other racial backgrounds experi-
enced a less favorable prognosis (vs whites: HR = 1.193, 
95% CI = 1.017–1.400, p = 0.0303). However, no sta-
tistically significant difference was observed among 
black patients. The Fine-Gray model also revealed that 
patients who received certain treatments had a more 
positive impact on the disease, such as those who did not 
undergo surgery or had unknown surgical status (vs sur-
gery: HR = 1.937, 95% CI = 1.730–2.169, p < 0.0001), those 
who did not receive chemotherapy or had unknown 
chemotherapy status (vs chemotherapy: HR = 1.222, 95% 
CI = 1.098–1.361, p = 0.0003), and those who did not 
receive radiotherapy or had unknown radiotherapy sta-
tus (vs radiotherapy: HR = 1.111, 95% CI = 1.002–1.232, 
p = 0.0456). Furthermore, being divorced, separated, or 
widowed (DSW) continued to have adverse effects on the 
prognosis of the disease (vs married patients: HR = 1.211, 
95% CI = 1.082–1.357, p = 0.0009). The data are presented 
in detail in Table 3.

4  Discussion
Angiosarcoma, a rare malignant tumor originating from 
blood vessels, represents approximately 1–2% of all soft-
tissue sarcomas [16]. The skin serves as the most fre-
quent location for angiosarcoma, with around one-third 
of cases manifesting in this region [17]. Notably, cutane-
ous angiosarcoma often affects the head and neck, par-
ticularly the scalp [18]. Unfortunately, the prognosis for 
angiosarcoma is grim, as evidenced by a comprehensive 
study utilizing the SEER database, which revealed a mere 
26.3% 5-year survival rate among patients [19]. Another 
investigation focusing on primary angiosarcoma of the 
bone reported a 5-year survival rate of 20%, with a stark 
0% 5-year overall survival (OS) for patients who devel-
oped metastases [20]. The incidence of angiosarcoma 
has shown an upward trend over the past three decades, 
potentially linked to increased utilization of radiation 
therapy for breast cancer, heightened disease awareness, 
or enhanced precision in histopathological characteriza-
tion [18]. Nevertheless, the precise etiology of angiosar-
coma remains elusive, and substantial challenges persist 
in its treatment. Moreover, there is a paucity of studies 
exploring the prognosis and distinctive characteristics of 
individuals afflicted with angiosarcoma.

Hence, there exists a necessity to undertake a precise 
investigation of the prognostic factors associated with 
angiosarcoma. Traditional survival analyses, such as the 
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Kaplan-Meier method and Cox model, often focus solely 
on a single endpoint [6]. Moreover, conventional survival 
analysis approaches can yield flawed estimations of out-
comes. For instance, when competing risk events are pre-
sent, multivariate Cox regression analysis may result in 
erroneous HR calculations [15].

Our objective was to identify prognostic factors rel-
evant to specific death for angiosarcoma by employing 
a competing-risks model and analyzing data obtained 
from the SEER database. This study represents the first 
instance of establishing a competing-risks model for 
angiosarcoma and comparing it with traditional sur-
vival analysis methods. The choice of the competing-
risks model stems from its consideration of not only 
deaths resulting from angiosarcoma but also those from 
other diseases or causes [6]. Through the analysis of the 
SD model, also known as the Fine-Gray model, we have 
obtained significant insights. The SD model accounts for 

competing endpoint events in the calculation of the event 
of interest, thereby yielding more realistic results [6]. Fur-
thermore, the SD model is well-suited for constructing a 
clinical predictive model [14]. Consequently, the utiliza-
tion of the competing-risks model enables us to better 
discern the independent factors that impact the progno-
sis of angiosarcoma [6].

We also aimed to evaluate the influence of different 
treatment strategies on the prognosis of angiosarcoma 
patients. In comparison to the Fine-Gray model, the 
Cox regression model overestimated the risks associated 
with no/unknown surgery, chemotherapy, and radio-
therapy. Moreover, both models indicated that surgery 
reduces the risk of poor prognosis to a greater extent 
than chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Given the rarity 
of angiosarcoma, large-sample randomized trials that 
inform clinical management decisions are still lacking. 
Additionally, prospective studies investigating treatment 

Table 3 Multivariate analysis of 2 models of prognostic factors in patients with angiosarcoma

Variables Fine-Gray regression analysis COX regression analysis

P-value HR 95% CI P-value HR 95% CI

SEER stage

 Localized Reference Reference

 Regional < 0.0001 1.795 1.596–2.020 < 0.0001 1.709 1.554–1.881

 Distant < 0.0001 3.092 2.713–3.525 < 0.0001 3.283 2.957–3.644

Gender

 Male Reference Reference

 Female < 0.0001 0.712 0.644–0.786 < 0.0001 0.714 0.659–0.773

Race

 White Reference Reference

 Black 0.1612 0.877 0.729–1.054 0.9794 0.998 0.868–1.147

 Other 0.0303 1.193 1.017–1.400 0.8716 1.011 0.883–1.158

Surgery

 Yes Reference Reference

 No/Unknown < 0.0001 1.937 1.730–2.169 < 0.0001 2.333 2.128–2.558

Chemotherapy

 Yes Reference Reference

 No/Unknown 0.0003 1.222 1.098–1.361 < 0.0001 1.744 1.597–1.904

Radiotherapy

 Yes Reference Reference

 No/Unknown 0.0456 1.111 1.002–1.232 < 0.0001 1.264 1.161–1.377

Regional lymph nodes positive

 No Reference Reference

 Yes 0.7265 0.957 0.749–1.223 0.2630 1.133 0.911–1.408

 Unknown 0.3032 0.922 0.791–1.076 0.1614 1.102 0.962–1.263

Marital Status

 Married Reference Reference

 Unmarried 0.2046 1.096 0.951–1.262 0.4862 1.040 0.931–1.163

 DSW 0.0009 1.211 1.082–1.357 < 0.0001 1.331 1.216–1.456

 Unknown 0.0782 0.817 0.653–1.023 0.2250 0.898 0.754–1.069
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regimens are limited in their scope [21]. For non-meta-
static angiosarcoma, some experts argue that complete 
resection with negative margins is crucial whenever fea-
sible [21, 22]. Both a meta-analysis of 11 publications [23] 
and a comprehensive study based on the SEER database 
[19] demonstrated a statistically significant detrimen-
tal effect on survival outcomes for patients who did not 
undergo surgery. However, certain studies have shown 
that even after complete surgical resection, the malig-
nancy still carries a high risk of local recurrence. Factors 
such as the tumor’s aggressive and multifocal nature or 
its specific location (as in cardiac angiosarcoma) pose 
significant challenges in achieving negative margins. 
Therefore, adjuvant radiation therapy is recommended 
as it may improve survival rates [18, 22, 24]. It should be 
noted that previous studies have indicated that negative 
margins may not confer a survival benefit for patients 
[25, 26]. The Cox proportional hazards model, as dem-
onstrated by Japanese researchers, indicated that only 
wide local surgical resection had an adverse impact on 
the prognosis [27]. Based on this observation, they spec-
ulated that the severe tissue injury post-surgery leads 
to the production of vascular endothelial growth factor 
(VEGF) by fibroblasts, which in turn promotes angio-
genesis during the wound healing process [28–30]. Since 
angiosarcoma originates in the vascular endothelium and 
has shown responsiveness to anti-VEGF agents [31–33], 
it is plausible to speculate that VEGF in the surgical area 
may contribute to the progression of residual tumor cells. 
Furthermore, Kevin C et  al., utilizing the SEER data-
base, discovered that surgery did not provide a survival 
benefit for patients with angiosarcoma of the head and 
neck [34]. Findings from small-sample and single-center 
treatment regimens often yield disparate results. In their 
cohort, Darya et al. observed that patients with localized 
angiosarcoma experienced improved local control fol-
lowing surgical resection and radiotherapy [21]. Some 
studies have also demonstrated the protective effect of 
postoperative radiotherapy [24]. However, other Japanese 
scholars noted that patients in their series did not achieve 
prolonged survival regardless of the combined adjuvant 
therapy with surgery [27, 35]. Additionally, it has been 
observed by scholars that for patients with large tumors 
(> 5  cm in diameter) and persistently positive margins, 
the outcomes of surgery combined with radiotherapy are 
not optimistic, with a high rate of recurrence and limited 
survival time [24]. Furthermore, several previous studies 
have indicated that surgery alone improves the survival 
prognosis of patients with angiosarcoma, while chemo-
therapy and radiotherapy do not yield positive effects 
on patient survival outcomes [23, 36, 37]. Nevertheless, 
some scholars maintain that radiotherapy holds signifi-
cance in preventing the progression of primary tumors. 

They recommend complete surgical resection for small 
enough primary or metastatic lesions [35]. Addition-
ally, certain investigators have incorporated postopera-
tive adjuvant radiotherapy into their current practices 
[36]. However, in the case of angiosarcomas resulting 
from therapeutic radiotherapy, further radiation therapy 
should be avoided [18]. Nonetheless, a review by A.L. 
Depla et al. suggests that combining irradiation with sur-
gical treatment for radiation-associated angiosarcoma 
may enhance local control and prove beneficial [38]. 
Robin J et al. have stated that current evidence does not 
support the use of adjuvant chemotherapy for nonmeta-
static angiosarcoma. However, for metastatic angiosar-
coma, chemotherapy remains the primary treatment 
option, despite the limited evidence available [18]. When 
surgical resection is contraindicated or deemed inoper-
able, chemotherapy is typically administered with the 
aim of palliation or enabling resection [21]. A previous 
investigation revealed a trend towards an OS benefit with 
chemotherapy in angiosarcoma patients with metastasis 
within their cohort [21]. Furthermore, a comprehensive 
retrospective European study uncovered that (neo)adju-
vant chemotherapy can significantly benefit patients with 
larger tumors or a higher risk of death [39]. In recent 
years, the use of taxanes in angiosarcoma treatment has 
gained considerable attention, owing to their remarkable 
anti-angiogenic properties [18]. Scholars have noted that 
taxane-based chemotherapy offers advantages in terms 
of local control and inhibition of distant tumor metasta-
sis, thereby extending survival [27]. Some have even sug-
gested that continuous use of taxanes in chemotherapy 
yields positive prognostic effects for patients [35]. Ren 
and colleagues have strongly recommended chemo-
therapy as the preferred treatment approach for patients 
with metastatic angiosarcoma [40]. However, it should be 
acknowledged that the majority of patients are elderly, 
with compromised overall health, multiple comorbidi-
ties, and difficulties in tolerating chemotherapy-related 
toxicities. These factors pose limitations on the use of 
chemotherapy [18]. A study by Rosalynn et  al. high-
lighted the absence of an optimal treatment strategy for 
cutaneous angiosarcoma [41]. Given the wide variation in 
research findings regarding treatment options for angio-
sarcoma, most scholars emphasize the need for rigorous 
confirmation through larger sample sizes and multicenter 
studies. The management of angiosarcoma necessitates a 
multidisciplinary approach. In our case series, both mod-
els indicated that surgery, radiotherapy, and chemother-
apy independently predicted prognosis in angiosarcoma. 
Considering the findings from previous related studies, 
we contend that the competing-risks model yields more 
accurate results.
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Numerous scholars have encountered patients who 
developed metastases regardless of their prior treatment 
regimen, and once metastasis occurs, it carries a fatal 
prognosis. Previous articles have reported a median OS 
of less than 1 year for patients with concurrent metas-
tases from angiosarcoma [21, 35, 42, 43]. Therese et  al. 
observed that mortality rates were significantly lower 
among patients without initial metastases [44]. Ren et al. 
concluded that the presence of tumor metastasis is a 
major contributor to patient mortality, irrespective of the 
primary tumor site or the number of metastatic sites [40]. 
Both of our models demonstrated a statistically signifi-
cant higher risk of death for patients with regional or dis-
tant metastases compared to those with localized disease. 
These findings align with the results of the aforemen-
tioned studies and a related investigation involving 4537 
patients in the large SEER database [19]. However, when 
compared to the competing-risks model, the Cox pro-
portional hazards model exhibited either overestimation 
or underestimation of the HR. Although the discrepan-
cies were only in the point estimates, they still highlight 
the fact that the competing-risks model, considering the 
impact of competing events, yields more realistic results. 
Additionally, utilizing the SEER database, Lee et al. [34] 
discovered that angiosarcoma patients with distant 
metastases faced a significantly higher risk of overall and 
disease-specific mortality compared to those without 
metastases, which is consistent with our study’s find-
ings. However, their Cox model revealed that regional 
metastasis was associated with a statistically significant 
lower risk of death compared to the absence of metasta-
sis. They attributed this phenomenon to angiosarcoma 
being a multifocal disease, suggesting that patients ini-
tially classified as having no metastasis may have devel-
oped regional or distant metastasis that went undetected. 
Conversely, patients diagnosed with regional metastasis 
at the outset can benefit from early and appropriate treat-
ment and management. We did not observe similar find-
ings in our study, which may be attributed to factors such 
as sample size, analyzed subgroups, and the utilization of 
the competing-risks model. The reason we included the 
SEER stage as one of the variables in our paper is that the 
AJCC staging system, widely used to predict the behavior 
and prognosis of most soft-tissue sarcomas, is not appli-
cable to angiosarcoma due to its differentiation level hav-
ing no demonstrated correlation with clinical outcomes 
and prognosis [44].

Neither of our two models indicated that positive 
regional lymph nodes is an independent prognostic fac-
tor for angiosarcoma. This finding can be elucidated by 
previous literature. Greek scholars have highlighted 
that angiosarcoma tumor cells typically do not invade 
regional lymph nodes, rendering axillary lymph node 

dissection unnecessary for most patients [45]. Angiosar-
coma primarily spreads through the bloodstream, with 
the lungs being the most frequent site of metastasis. 
Although angiosarcomas can potentially spread through 
the lymphatic system, the significance of sentinel lymph 
node biopsy remains uncertain [18].

Our model identified gender as an independent prog-
nostic factor for angiosarcoma patients. Additionally, 
there was a disparity in point estimation between the 
two models. This aligns with the findings of two previous 
studies, one of which observed a significant association 
between gender and prognosis in non-metastatic angio-
sarcoma patients, while the other study reported that 
male sex might predict a poorer prognosis in post-oper-
ative angiosarcoma [46]. However, other studies have 
concluded that gender does not significantly correlate 
with OS [40, 47]. In a prior study, it was noted that the 
majority of female angiosarcoma patients in their case 
series had received radiation therapy for breast cancer, 
resulting in the tumor being predominantly located in 
the trunk region [41]. Jorge et al., utilizing the SEER data-
base, found that patients with angiosarcoma in the trunk 
region exhibited better prognosis; nevertheless, the exact 
reason for the higher survival rate in trunk angiosarcoma 
patients remains unclear [48]. Primary angiosarcoma 
situated in the head and neck region has been associated 
with a worse survival prognosis [47], and literature sug-
gests that the head and scalp are more common sites for 
male angiosarcoma patients [17, 24, 44].

The majority of our study cohort consisted of Cauca-
sian individuals, which aligns with previous literature 
reports [18, 47]. It is worth noting that in our Fine-Gray 
model, individuals from other ethnic groups were found 
to be an independent risk factor when compared to the 
white race, whereas the Cox proportional hazards model 
did not yield these results. Hence, it becomes appar-
ent that the Cox model, apart from differences in point 
estimation, may also lead to incorrect estimation of the 
direction of independent risk factors and associations 
with outcomes. Furthermore, neither of our two models 
identified black race as an independent risk factor, which 
is similar to the findings of Rosalynn et al. [41]. However, 
studies conducted by other scholars have indicated that 
black race is an independent risk factor for worse OS. 
The reasons behind why non-white races may experi-
ence poorer survival outcomes are not well understood, 
as race as a prognostic factor has been rarely studied. 
Whether this disparity is related to differences in socio-
economic status, insurance coverage, or even tumor 
biology remains a question that warrants further investi-
gation in the future [47].

In a comprehensive SEER data study conducted by 
Zhang et al., it was discovered that the unmarried status 
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exhibited a negative correlation with survival outcomes 
[19]. Both of the current models indicate that being 
unmarried may increase the risk of death in comparison 
to being married, but the results are not statistically sig-
nificant. Among researchers, there is a general consensus 
that a stable partnership can contribute to the improved 
chances of survival for cancer patients [49, 50]. It is worth 
noting, however, that according to official U.S. data from 
2010, approximately two-thirds of unmarried Americans 
live with their partners, even though their marital status 
is classified as single [49]. Those who cohabit with their 
partners may still receive emotional and, in some cases, 
financial support similar to that of married individuals. 
This support serves to enhance the patient’s adherence 
to management and treatment. Furthermore, for cancer 
patients who have never been married, they have yet to 
experience major life-altering events such as divorce, 
separation, or widowhood [50]. It is also plausible that 
unmarried patients tend to be younger and can receive 
support from parents, relatives, coworkers, or friends 
[51]. A previous study concluded that having the love and 
care of a partner stimulates the release of oxytocin, which 
inhibits the growth of cancer cells through various mech-
anisms [52]. Both models demonstrate that the marital 
status of divorced, separated, or widowed (DSW) individ-
uals is an independent risk factor; however, there are dif-
ferences in the estimation of the HR. It has been observed 
that cancer patients who are divorced or separated face a 
significantly higher risk of death compared to those who 
are married. Particularly for those who are widowed, the 
grief associated with the loss of a significant partner can 
have a detrimental impact on their health, resulting in 
reduced social interactions and a lack of emotional and 
financial support, ultimately affecting their treatment 
negatively. Additionally, widowed patients often exhibit a 
compromised immune response [50].

Studies investigating whether age is an independ-
ent prognostic factor for angiosarcoma patients exhibit 
variations among scholars. Yara et  al., in their single-
center study, did not discover any association between 
age and worse outcomes in patients with secondary 
breast angiosarcoma [53]. Similarly, a study on cutane-
ous angiosarcoma did not demonstrate statistically sig-
nificant clinical improvements in patients under the 
age of 70 [22]. Furthermore, several other studies failed 
to identify a link between advanced age and poorer OS 
[25, 26, 54]. Conversely, Jorge et  al., utilizing the SEER 
database, found that patients under the age of 50 had a 
more favorable prognosis [48]. Moreover, Therese et  al. 
and Kevin et al. also observed that older patients (above 
the age of 70) exhibited worse survival outcomes [34, 44]. 
Sinnamon et al. emphasized the use of age as a prognos-
tic factor since angiosarcoma commonly occurs in older 

individuals; however, this pertains specifically to cutane-
ous angiosarcoma [47]. In the case of primary angiosar-
coma of the breast, it is frequently diagnosed in younger 
women, typically between the ages of 30 and 40 [55]. In 
our study, we did not find age to be an independent prog-
nostic factor for angiosarcoma patients. Based on the 
aforementioned article, we speculate that this discrep-
ancy may be attributed to the specific tumor subgroup 
and the size of the samples studied.

Undoubtedly, our study is not without limitations. 
Primarily, its retrospective design renders it suscepti-
ble to potential selection bias. Furthermore, we omitted 
variables that would have led to a significantly reduced 
sample size due to missing data, such as tumor size. 
Besides, our study did not include the variable of pri-
mary site. This decision was made because the primary 
site in our cases encompassed 48 subcategories, includ-
ing breast, bones and joints, skin, soft tissue including 
heart, liver, intestines, kidney, esophagus, gum, larynx, 
hypopharynx, peritoneum, endocrine gland, urinary 
bladder, genital organs and so on. We considered that 
categorizing this variable into either too few or too 
many groups might lead to an inability to accurately 
determine the impact of primary site on patient prog-
nosis. Therefore, we did not include this variable. How-
ever, the impact of tumor size and primary site on the 
prognosis of angiosarcoma deserves further exploration 
in our future research.

By utilizing pertinent data encompassing demograph-
ics, therapeutic options, and clinicopathological charac-
teristics sourced from the SEER database, we successfully 
constructed a competing-risks model for angiosarcoma. 
In comparison to the conventional Cox regression model, 
the competing-risks model offers enhanced accuracy in 
estimating the effects by considering the influence of mul-
tiple endpoints on the outcome event. We found that rely-
ing solely on the Cox proportional-hazards model, which 
focuses on a single endpoint, was insufficient for accurately 
estimating effect values. This could potentially result in 
either overestimation or underestimation of the impacts 
of independent prognostic factors. However, it is impor-
tant to note that sometimes these differences are only seen 
in point estimation. In this study, the Cox proportional-
hazards model proved inadequate in accurately estimating 
effects and determining the direction of the association 
between risk factors and outcomes. This issue could effec-
tively be addressed by utilizing the competing-risks model, 
which demonstrated superior performance in multivariate 
analysis, especially when dealing with multiple outcome 
endpoints. The findings of our study can furnish clinicians 
with a deeper comprehension of angiosarcoma and serve as 
a reference for clinical decision-making.
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